
RETHINK CONTENT
MODERNIZE THE MESSAGE



Ex-Googler tweet quoted by author Rebecca Leib

RETHINK CONTENT 2

MANAGING CONTENT IS HARD. WE 
TRIED IT AT GOOGLE & DECIDED TO 
FOCUS ON EASIER STUFF, LIKE SELF-
DRIVING CARS.



IT ISN'T EASY
BUT

IT IS POSSIBLE



RETHINK CONTENT

WHERE TO START?

Rethink intent
‣ Great content balances customers’ needs with business 

objectives.

‣ Conduct research to understand their needs.

‣ Identify where their needs intersect our business goals 
and create content that supports both.

‣ Watch and learn.



RETHINK CONTENT

THEN WHAT?

Rethink structure
‣ Content should adapt to the customer, not the other 

way around.

‣ Defined content types enable consistency across 
channels and contribute to a good customer experience

‣ Semantic categories can be translated into modules



IN PIECES

CONTENT TYPES
ARTICLE
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
PRESCRIBING INFO
E-DETAIL
ETC.
(YOURS MAY BE DIFFERENT)



MODULES

REUSABLE CONTENT 
IS SEPARATED INTO 
SMALL PIECES AND  
REASSEMBLED      
ON-THE-FLY



HOW SMALL?



RETHINK CONTENT

PREPARE FOR DESIGN

▸ Define the content types per channel and identify the 
semantic categories they contain. There will be a 
common core of categories, plus channel- or type-specific 
categories. Document all of them.
▸ Incorporate that structure in your taxonomy.
▸ Develop standards for how creative files are built. You 

want to be able to easily extract content from them by 
semantic category.
▸ Agency test your process and incorporate their feedback



RETHINK CONTENT

DESIGN FOR STORAGE

▸ Make all content creators aware of your specs and your 
processes. Write them into your contracts if you can.
▸ Creative files should be structured to reflect your strategy.
▸ When you receive a file, you should be able to see a 

composite representation of the completed piece.
▸ You should also be able to individually select layers that 

correspond to your modules.
▸ As content is reviewed, you can show or hide layers, 

depending on who is reviewing.



RETHINK CONTENT

EXAMPLE OF LAYERED COMPOSITE

▸ On the left, the composite

▸ On the right, all layers visible



RETHINK CONTENT

EXAMPLE OF LAYERED MODULES

▸ Because I’ve made two 
unsubstantiated claims — one in 
my slogan and one in the tag line 
— I want legal to review and 
advise. 

▸ I’ve deactivated all but the 
relevant layers, enabling legal to 
review the claims quickly, while 
design or approval is still going 
on.



RETHINK CONTENT

OUT OF THE DAM, INTO THE CHANNEL

What happens next depends on how you 
populate your content management 
system(s). If you’ve involved IT from the 
beginning, they should be ready with 
templates designed to receive and render 
your modular content. 



RETHINK CONTENT

TO-DO LIST

✓ Start with a small, demonstrably successful pilot
✓ Engage a content strategist! I recommend a direct hire, augmented with 

consultant(s)
✓ Rethink: Intent, Structure, Taxonomy
✓ Plan your content types and semantic categories, then ID your modules
✓ Prepare for design
✓ Design for storage
✓ Ready for distribution
✓ Distribute, listen, improve, listen, optimize
✓ Scale



RETHINK CONTENT

MORE INFORMATION

Content Strategy resources

▸ Wachter-Boettcher, Sara (Feb 28, 2012). Future-Ready Content. https://alistapart.com/article/future-ready-content

▸ Bussolati, Monica (Mar 21, 2013). 10 Definitions of Content Strategy. https://bussolati.com/contentstrategy-definition/

Technical resources

▸ Schema.org - Joint Venture of Google, Microsoft, Pinterest, Yandex and others. Create, maintain and promote schemas for structured data on 
the Internet, web pages, email, and beyond. Also see health-lifesci.schema.org for industry-specific data.

more coming



APPENDIX



RETHINK CONTENT

RETHINK TAXONOMY

On the next slide, there’s an incomplete sample taxonomy. It’s fairly high 
level, and it does not support a high degree of granularity. 
That matters when it might be important to distinguish between the 
number of things… “take 2 tablets vs. take 1 tablet). Depending on the 
user’s context, you might need content to support either of those 
statements. What if your content was written with only a plural noun? A 
patient could be disastrously confused if they read, “Take 1 tablets.”
Nothing in the taxonomy addresses dosage form, so it can’t be a module. 
That’s the bad news. The good news is that you can plan for these 
contingencies, and use existing taxonomy while you expand it through a 
content strategy project.



RETHINK CONTENT

RETHINK TAXONOMY

Partial sample taxonomy

Source Molecule Data Asset Data File Data Metadata

Originator Therapy area Disease area Brand name Generic name Keywords Content types File specifics File formats Status Duration of use
from purchase date

Channels Regions

Agency Inc Anti-retroviral HIV George georgmaximus HCP eDetail Image jpeg Approved <12 months Digital Europe

more Physician Email 1:1 Image: Bar Graph gif Published 1-3 years Print Asia

Doctor Email 1:many Image Line Graph jpg Re-used 3-5 years Outdoor North America

Logo Image Image: Photograph png Archived No restrictions South America

Patient Presentation Image: Illustration indd Africa

Caregiver Advert - digital Video ai Rest of world

Outdoors Advert - analog Document pptx All of world

etc. Print material Presentation pdf


